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The use of the Industrial Internet of Things (IoT) is widespread, working as an enabler to implement large,
scalable, reliable, and secure industrial environments. Although existing deployments do not meet secu-
rity standards and have limited resources for each component which leads to several security breaches,
such as trust between components, partner factories, or remote-control. These security failures can lead
to critical outcomes, from theft of production information to forced production stoppages, accidents,
including physical and others.
The combination of blockchain-based solutions with IIoT environments is gaining momentum due to

their resilience and security properties. However, chain-structured classic blockchain solutions are very
resource-intensive and are not suitable for power-constrained IoT devices. To mitigate the mentioned
security concerns, a secure architecture is proposed using a structured asynchronous blockchain DAG
(Directed Acyclic Graph) that simultaneously provides security and transaction efficiency for the solution.
The solution was modelled with special details in the use cases and sequence diagrams. Security concerns
were integrated from the start, and a threat model was created using the STRIDE approach to test the
security of the proposed solution. As a result, a flexible solution was been developed that significantly
reduces the attack vectors in IIoT environments. The proposed architecture is versatile and flexible, is
supported by an extensive security assessment, which allows it to be deployed in a variety of customiz-
able industrial environments and scenarios, as well as to include future hardware and software
extensions.

� 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The Industry 4.0 paradigm is growing every day, and companies
are connecting their devices to the Internet to improve system per-
formance and efficiency. In these Internet-connected environ-
ments, security concerns are the most complex aspects.
According to Cisco Annual Cybersecurity Reports, 31% of compa-
nies have experienced attacks on Operational Technologies(OT)
[1]. Despite the fact that 75% of experts think of security as a high
priority component, only 16% are sure that the company is pre-
pared to face the cybersecurity issues. The main reason for that
is the lack of standards for Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) envi-
ronments, endpoints and communication protocols.

The fourth industrial revolution includes several segments such
as logistics and supply chain, transportation, mining, healthcare,
oil and gas. The digital transformation processes are performed
with adoption of cyber-physical systems, complemented with the
use of emergent Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT), namely Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing, artificial
intelligence and robotics, that are characterized by smart decen-
tralized manufacturing infrastructures and self-optimizing sys-
tems [2].

In the industrial world, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [3] can be
considered as Industrial Control Systems (ICS), which can ensure
that technical facilities run automatically by controlling business
processes. ICS usually comprise Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA), Distributed Control System (DCS), Pro-
grammable Logic Controller (PLC), Remote Terminal Unit (RTU),
Intelligent Electronic Device (IED) and the interface that must pro-
vide communication between components [4]. The systems men-
tioned above are the building blocks of critical infrastructures,
which means that the reliability, availability, and privacy of these
systems are the main concerns. Also, research has shown that secu-
rity analysis should be a part of the software development life-
cycle (SDLC). To create secure solutions, security needs to be inte-
grated in all phases, from planing to deployment, because having it
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added on top of an existing solution will be much more costly. For
this reason, architectural security analysis plays an important role
in addressing the security threats contained in the architecture.
The purpose of threat analysis is to identify, prioritize, and mitigate
potential security threats. System threat analysis is particularly
important because it has been proven that many vulnerabilities
are caused by architectural design threads.

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is a subset of the Internet
of Things that needs a greater level of security as they are used in
industry in real-time and mission-critical operations [5]. The IIoT
can be seen as the evolution of Machine to Machine (M2M) tech-
nology. Manufacturing is one of the biggest users of IIoT because
machine automation, robotics and M2M communications and
cooperation in manufacturing has been used for decades [6]. The
protection of the system or the state of the system can be achieved
by creating and maintaining the system in a way that prevents
unauthorized access to the system or its resources. Proactive pre-
vention of attacks in IIoT system can also protect the system from
data loss or serious damage in the system. Historically, ICS were
isolated systems that used proprietary control protocols. But as
IT solutions are integrated into the ICS environment, systems are
made available over the Internet, allowing for remote control and
improved connectivity between system components. In addition,
it is a huge step towards various automation and optimization in
the system. Existing standards and solutions for ensuring the secu-
rity of the IT environment cannot be applied to the ICS due to sys-
tem constraints, which lead to new requirements regarding
resource use, performance and availability of the system [7].

With this in mind, this article explores the current state of secu-
rity in IIoT environments by identifying potential threats and cur-
rent capabilities of devices enrolled in industrial environments,
and offers a solution to ensure secure data exchange and reduce
the attack vector in IIoT environments. The aim of this research
is to design a solution that can be applied to IIoT environments that
addresses the security concerns raised in the field without requir-
ing major changes in the existing environments. This solution
should increase the overall security of the system and reduce the
attack vectors. To achieve this goal, this solution uses the IOTA
blockchain [8] in an innovative way that allow legacy devices to
be used with components with greater security and capabilities,
allowing different components to securely exchange data, mitigat-
ing security issues that can arise from erroneous information. It
also uses a threat modeling approach to analyze the security of
the solution, which can be used to compare approaches in the
future and study the impact of future evolution.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the security characteristics of IIoT environments, overviews the use
of blockchain in IIoT and discusses the threat modeling. Section 3
describes the proposed secure data exchange approach for IIoT
environments, and Section 4 presents the results of the threat
modeling analysis. Finally, Section 5 concludes the document with
conclusions and points to future work.
2. Background

This section presents the security characteristics of the indus-
trial Internet of Things, analyzes the use of blockchain in IoT, and
provides a brief explanation of threat modeling, with special atten-
tion to the use of the STRIDE methodology.
2.1. Security Characteristics of Industrial IoT

IIoT security studies show that IIoT endpoints are a major
source of system vulnerabilities. They are managed over a network
and are used for data exchange, data collection, or control. About
184
72% of the endpoints rely on the use of Internet protocols and
53% are domain-specific IP-based protocols that are replacing
point-to-point non-routable protocols for control systems. The
most commonly used protocols are MQTT (Message Queuing
Telemetry Transport) and CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol),
as they are superior to the others in terms of power consumption,
data loss prevention, and light weight, which is crucial for IIoT
environments with limited power consumption [9].

The ICS architecture consists of 2 layers [10]: the physical layer,
which includes all sensors and hardware components, and cyber-
layer, which consists mainly of SCADA systems, which are a set
of protocols, platforms, and technologies used to manage an ICS.
Traditionally, the protection of SCADA systems was based on phys-
ical isolation using non-standard protocols. The components
responsible for the communication between the nodes of the sys-
tem are a direct target for attacks. The usage of secure network
protocols, combined with complementary secure mechanisms
such as IDS/IPS can drastically reduce the risk of such attacks. As
the main priority in the mission-critical environments is to meet
the real-time constraint, therefore no resource-intensive secure
protocols can be applied to these systems [11].

In time-critical infrastructures, it is crucial to find the balance
between latency and security, as the use of secure protocols and
intermediate pre-checks leads to performance issues and commu-
nication delays. The interaction of communication components
with external networks implies the importance of protecting trans-
mitted data, as well as the access to communication functions. Net-
work connection points such as wireless access points are also
intrusion points and must be monitored by Intrusion Detection
System (IDS). For communication on external and internal net-
works, IDS deploys additional routers and firewalls that can
authenticate and analyze traffic. Similar solutions are used to pro-
tect the gateway [12].

2.2. Blockchain in IIoT

Blockchain-based systems are distributed systems that can be
divided into two main types: permissionless and permitted. Per-
missionless systems are publicly open for use, while permitted
ones are developed in a closed manner with a well-defined and
fixed set of nodes [13].

To mitigate some security issues the features of the blockchain’s
decentralized consensus may be integrated with IIoT environ-
ments. Most of the existing solutions are adopting chain-
structured blockchain in IoT systems, which can bring limitations
related to the consensus model as it can collide with the require-
ments in the IoT field, such as low latency and high performance.
Also, this type of blockchain can introduce new costs per transac-
tion (costs spent on Proof Of Work (POW)). Three main challenges
of integrating IIoT with blockchain are:

1. The trade-off between efficiency and security.
2. The coexistence of transparency and privacy.
3. The conflicts between high concurrency and low throughput.

Based on the referred challenges, blockchain development is
evolving into different variations of the classical idea, which
according to the differences in the structure can be classified as
chain structured or DAG structured blockchains.

In chain-structured blockchain systems (Fig. 1), the longest
chain of blocks is considered as the main chain for the system. If
more than one block has been generated at the same time, the first
generated block will join the main chain and for the other blocks, a
fork will be created. Only transactions placed in the main chain
will be considered valid, which means that all transactions in sec-
ondary chains will be labeled as invalid blocks.



Fig. 1. Chain-structured blokchain architecture diagram.
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Mechanisms implemented in traditional blockchains such as
ZK-snark and the AZTEC protocol now used in the Ethereum are
creating a highly secure environment, but at the same time, elliptic
curve arithmetic operations required by the AZTEC protocol are
highly resource intensive [14]. Overall, chain-structured block-
chain solutions are not suitable for power-constrained IIoT envi-
ronments, where most of the components have low processing
power and all transactions are performed in a time-critical manner.

DAG-Structured Blockchains aim to integrate blockchain with
more critical environments such as IoT, a new structure of block-
chain has been created based on acyclic graph architecture, which
is called tangle. In tangle, the concept of blocks is changed to an
individual node representing each transaction in the distributed
ledger. Unlike the first blockchain, the tangle uses different
approaches to improve the throughput of the system which is a
critical metric in the IIoT environment. It adopts an asynchronous
consensus model and as shown on Fig. 2, the network is not limited
to one main chain. It forks all the time by forming a tangle net.
There are several implementations of DAG-structured blockchains,
such as IOTA [15], ByteBall [16] and NANO [17].
2.3. Threat modeling

The goal of the threat analysis is to identify, prioritize and mit-
igate potential security threats. Threat analysis of the system is
especially important since the cause of many vulnerabilities is pro-
ven to be architectural design flows. Fixing those vulnerabilities in
the early stages will reduce the waste in the process and decrease
the attack vector. The goal of this overview is to study existing and
widely used security analysis methodologies in the aspects like
applicability, input, procedure, and outcomes.

Based on the research results presented by [18] most commonly
used methodologies are misuse cases, attack trees, problem
frames, and several software-centric approaches. In general, we
can group all approaches by risk-centric, attack-centric, and
software-centric techniques. One of the most commonly used
methodologies is STRIDE, which stands for security threat analysis
in 6 categories: Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information
Disclosure, Denial of Service (DOS), and Elevation of Privilege. This
Fig. 2. DAG-structured blockchain diagram.
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methodology can be defined on various abstraction levels and pro-
vides a clear understanding of the vulnerabilities of the system and
the possible impacts of each component’s vulnerability on the
entire system. For that reason, it’s considered one of the most flex-
ible models to perform threat modeling with. It can provide full
coverage for the threat analysis. The threat modeling can be imple-
mented on the component level or system functionality level.

As mentioned on Table 1, the STRIDE categories can be
described as follows [19]:

� Spoofing: Spoofing is a type of attack where the attacker takes
over a component/user and performs actions on their behalf
by falsifying its own identity. For example, extracting a crypto-
graphic key from the device by using vulnerabilities in the hard-
ware or software of the device and periodically accessing the
system, and performing actions under the identity of the origi-
nal key owner.

� Tampering: Tampering can represent any form of sabotage but
mainly it means an intentional modification of component/net-
work to make it harmful for the system. Tampering includes
unauthorized changes in the data exchanged between the com-
ponents or stored in one of them. Tampering on the device level
can be performed by fully or partially replacing the software of
the device. This action potentially opens up the component for
the spoofing attack described above.

� Repudiation: Non-repudiation is a term in security describing
the inability of the component acting to change the ownership
of the action. For example, signed transactions in the system
proving the authenticity of the transaction owner.

� Information disclosure: Information disclosure is a term
describing a scenario when the component can expose informa-
tion to unauthorized third parties. For example, if the compo-
nent is running with the infected software, the attacker can
let himself into the component and leak information or inject
himself into the communication path between the components.

� Denial of Service(DOS): Denial-of-Service attacks are mainly
targeting the goal to make the service/component temporarily
unavailable or deny service to the valid users of the system.
DOS attacks may cause major damage to the overall system if
the components are codependent. Denial of service is typically
accomplished by flooding, by sending an abnormal amount of
Table 1
STRIDE threat analysis categories.

Threat Security category

Spoofing Authentication
Tampering Integrity
Repudiation Non-reputability

Information disclosure Confidentiality
Denial of Service (DOS) Availability
Elevation of Privilege Authorization
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requests to the target service in a short period of time. In the
industrial world, this attack can also be performed on the phys-
ical level.

� Elevation of Privilege: In this attack, the unprivileged compo-
nent/user is gaining privileged access and can perform unautho-
rized actions in the system. This attack can be performed by
using weak spots of design flow or system configurations.

Threat analysis is performed (in Section 4) on the proposed
architecture to make sure that the solution covers the most impor-
tant aspects of the security. STRIDE analyses helps to evaluate the
proposed architecture based on the main attack categories and
course-correct if any gaps are identified in the architecture. Per-
forming this in the early stages of the development and design of
the solution will decrease the possibility of it reaching production
with major security breaches.
3. Proposal for a secure data exchange in IIoT

This section presents a solution that is meant to increase secu-
rity in IIoT environments and is built on blockchain technology.
The proposed architecture relies on a DAG-structured blockchain
solution called IOTA tangle and can be added on top of the existing
industrial environments. The real-time constraints of the IIoT envi-
ronments have been taken into consideration during the design of
the solution. This solution covers two main objectives: access con-
trol and generation of secure transactions to ensure trust between
the nodes and data consistency in the system. As discussed previ-
ously, we can divide the existing components of industrial environ-
ments into two main categories, based on their resources: light
nodes and full nodes. In our solution, only full nodes, such as gate-
ways and managers, are considered to be full members of the tan-
gle network and perform resource-intensive tasks. The light nodes
will communicate through the full node, which will be able to pub-
lish and receive transactions by signing them on behalf of the light
node. As the light nodes are also improving, our solution is flexible
enough to be adjusted. So if the light node can handle its transac-
tions it can be connected to the tangle network without having the
full node as a middleware.

3.1. Architecture

Fig. 3 depicts the architecture of the proposed solution. The
architecture comprises various components such as wireless
devices, gateways, managers, and the tangle network.

3.1.1. Devices
In the given architecture the devices can be of 3 main types:

sensors, actuators and controllers. In IIoT environments, these
devices are considered to be the light nodes as they have limited
resources and are not capable of participating in any resource-
intensive processes. Each device normally has a unique identifier
in the system which can be used to authenticate the device. As
the light nodes do not have enough processing power to perform
proof of work, they are not considered to be a member of the tangle
network. Light nodes will communicate through the device group
gateway, which will serve as a middleware between the device
and the tangle. During the registration process, each device will
be granted by a public/private key pair. The key pair will be used
in the future to sign the transactions. Only the gateway should
have the right of generating and granting keys to the devices.

3.1.2. Gateways
The gateway serves as a middleware between the light nodes

and the tangle network and takes over the role of performing
186
resource-intensive actions to ensure secure communication of
the light node. The gateways are considered as full nodes and are
a member of the tangle. They also perform as an additional filter
to submit only transactions from the nodes that are authorized
by the manager. There can be 2 types of gateways in the system:
device gateway and external gateway. The first one is responsible
for light node related tasks, such as the generation of the key pair,
authentication of the devices, and management of the communica-
tion on their behalf. It is also responsible for making the communi-
cation protocol agnostic, meaning that the gateway has the
capability of translating various protocols to HTTP(S) to deliver
the transaction to the HTTP endpoint of the tangle. The second type
of gateways are the external ones, that are responsible for provid-
ing secure communication between two or more industrial envi-
ronments. External gateways are the first access point for all the
requests coming into our industrial environment from the outside.
Gateways are the core components of the architecture and are
required to be set up and configured to enable the communication
of the light nodes.

3.1.3. Manager
The manager is also a full node that is responsible for device

management in the system. When a new device is trying to join
the system for the first time, it should be registered in the device
list by the manager and the registration should be approved by
the system administrator. Only after the registration is approved
the device can be considered a part of the system and start per-
forming any tasks. Only the manager has a right to perform write
action on the device list. Other full nodes of the system have
read-only access to the device list and are using this list to perform
authorization. These access control rules are designed to increase
the security in the system by protecting it from any authorized
changes. The devices are divided into groups. Each group will have
a dedicated manager node assigned to it. The manager should be
provisioned and configured to enable the registration process of
the light nodes.

3.1.4. Tangle network
The tangle in our solution is a private blockchain network that

serves as a backbone for exchanging transactions across the system
without any transactional fees. It is a distributed network of nodes
that should reach a consensus to be able to approve a transaction.
The tangle is designed to prevent several attacks, such as Distribu-
ted Denial of Service (DDoS), double-spending, etc., and add trust
to the system. It is designed specifically for time and resource crit-
ical environments which bring it to a leading position in compar-
ison to the chain-structured blockchain implementations.

3.2. Functionalities

The functionalities provided by the proposed solution are the
registration of devices, revoking devices, disable/restore devices,
and communion between 2 devices from different device groups
[20].

3.2.1. Registration of the device in the system
When a new device is being added to the existing IIoT environ-

ment, it needs to be registered in the tangle network device list.
The device registration is partially a manual process, which

allows having control over added/removed devices instead of
granting unlimited access control permissions to one of the com-
ponents and having it as the main vulnerable attack point. Three
main components participating in this process are administrator,
device manager, and device gateway. The process of registration
should be performed as follows and is shown on Fig. 4.



Fig. 3. Architecture diagram of the proposed solution.
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Admin user of the system inserts device credentials into the
system, through the interface. If the device is capable to generate
its public/private key pair, the public key is added by the admin
during the registration process.

The manager verifies that the device is not already registered in
the device list. If the device with provided credentials already
exists in the device list, the registration request will be denied
and an error message will be returned to the requester.

Manager checks if the public key was provided in the registra-
tion process. If the public key is provided it continues with regis-
tering the device to the device list step. If the public key is not
provided, the Manager registers the requested device in the device
list and sends key generation request to the device gateway. A
gateway receiving the request generates a public/private key pair
for the device, saves generated key pair associated with the device
Universally Unique Identifier (UUID), and sends generated public
key to the manager. The manager registers the device’s public
key into the device list, signing the device list with its public key.
After all steps manager publishes the latest version of the device
list to the tangle network.
3.2.2. Revoking the device from the system
The admin user can request to revoke a specific device from the

system. This can be due to malicious software/hardware of the
device, the component, or simply due to the changes in the IIoT
environment’s architecture. The process is detailed on the
sequence diagram illustrated on Fig. 5.

The device should be revoked from the system and all access
control rules for it should be reset. For that matter is needed to
revoke both the device from the device list and the key pair gener-
ated in the gateway. If the key is not generated in the gateway it
187
skips the key revoking steps and jumps into device list revoking
as shown on the sequence diagram illustrated on Fig. 5.

For revoking the device, the Admin user inserts UUID of the
device that needs to be revoked from the device list, which exis-
tence should be verified by the manager, then sends revoke request
to the device gateway. If it does not exist the request will fail and
an error will be returned.

Receiving a request the gateway verifies that the key pair for the
requested device exists on the gateway. If the key pair exists, the
gateway revokes keys of the device otherwise, a response will be
sent to the manager. The manager revokes the device from the
device list and signs it. After all, latest device list should be pub-
lished to the tangle network.
3.2.3. Disable/restore the device
There can be a case when is needed to disable the device tem-

porarily for maintenance reasons and prevent communication with
it. For not doing any extra actions such as revoking the keys and
regenerating them later, it will just revoke the device from the
device list to prevent communication with it. So only 2 main com-
ponents will participate in the process as illustrated on Fig. 6.

To start the process in the system, the admin user sends a
request containing the UUID of the device for disabling it. By get-
ting a request, the device manager verifies if the device exists in
the device list, and if it does not exist, it returns a response with
an error message. After confirmation, the manager revokes the
device from the device list, signs it, and publishes the latest device
list to the tangle network.

During the restoring process, the device restores request will be
sent to the manager to add the device to the device list. If the key
pair was generated on the device, the public-key should be pro-



Fig. 4. Sequence diagram: device registration in the system.
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vided in the restore request. If not the manager will request the
public key of the device from the gateway and will publish the lat-
est version of the device list to the tangle network.
3.2.4. Communication in between 2 devices from different device
groups

The communication between two devices from different device
groups is organized through the device group gateways. There are
4 main components participating in the communication flow: sen-
der and receiver devices and their gateways.

As mentioned earlier in the architecture, illustrated on Fig. 3,
the communication is performed via tangle network. The sender
will generate the package that needs to be delivered to the recei-
ver. The package should have the receiver specified as the destina-
tion. The sender light node first sends the package to its gateway.
Normally, as the sensors are using non-standard industrial proto-
cols for communication, the package will be sent to the translation
module of the gateway first. After being converted to the HTTP, the
gateway will issue a transaction to the tangle on behalf of the sen-
der light node. After the transaction is confirmed on the tangle, the
destination device group gateway will read the transaction, trans-
188
late it to the appropriate protocol and send it to the destination
light node.

More detailed actions performed during the communication
process are shown on the sequence diagram represented on Fig. 7.

The sequence diagram illustrated on Fig. 7 is showing the steps
performed to deliver data from device A to device B. The tangle
network is pictured as a separate node on the diagram, which is
just meant to show its role in the system. In the implementation
of the solution, the full nodes will be IOTA Hornet nodes and they
will be forming the tangle network.

The proposed architecture is flexible enough to adjust to future
transformations, brought by the rapid development of the IIoT
field, such as eliminating the device group gateways and allowing
the light nodes to directly publish transactions to the tangle. This
scenario can be achieved when the light nodes will have the
required processing power to handle all the processes of the work-
flow described above.

The lack of standards for IIoT communication protocols brings
challenges that can be addressed with the described translation
modules in the gateways. This type of semantic gateway will make
the system agnostic to the protocol related limitations and will
make the system more homogeneous.



Fig. 5. Sequence diagram: revoke the device.

Fig. 6. Sequence diagram: disable the device.
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Fig. 7. Sequence diagram: communication between 2 devices from different device groups.
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3.3. Bootstrapping the system

The IOTA open-source distributed ledger is used for our imple-
mentation. The tangle is IOTA’s network used to immutably record
data exchanged between the nodes. A private tangle setup was
chosen, which allows to have an isolated network and to ensure
that it is accessible only for the known nodes in our environment.
Also, the current architecture allows having a shared private net-
work between multiple factories or industrial environments that
will serve as a communication method in between them.

For testing purposes the minimal tangle network setup should
include the following components:

� Coordinator (Coordicide) – Is a node that periodically issues
milestones. These milestones are used by the nodes to confirm
transactions. The coordinator’s role is to protect the network
from double spending attacks, while the network does not have
enough cumulative hashing power to protect itself. However, it
is considered to be a single point of failure and also a single
point of attack. If it stops working or is taken over by the
attacker, confirmations of transactions will be suspended. Con-
sidering all those disadvantages, the coordinator will be eventu-
ally removed from the IOTA network. There is an improved
version of the Coordinator used nowadays, called Coordicide
[21].
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� Spammer – Is a node that periodically sends 0 value transac-
tions, meaning transactions not containing IOTA tokens just to
keep the minimal message load on the network to support
approval of the transactions.

� Hornet nodes – The regular IOTA node, which is exposed to the
network through IOTA protocol. It can peer with other nodes, be
recipient or sender of the messages on the network. For testing
the communication scenario of the proposed architecture, at
least 2 hornet nodes should be deployed. Hornet is the second
version of IOTA node implementation. The first generation
implementation was called IRI node. Hornet claims to be more
lightweight, with much less resource consumption and much
higher performance.

All components are set up and running in docker containers. For
bootstrapping the private tangle the components need to be set up
and configured according to IOTA’s documentation [22].

After having the tangle network setup and running, device
group gateways need to perform their first transactions in the net-
work. The first transaction performed by the manager, also known
as the Hornet nodes, will be publishing its public key to the tangle,
and the first transaction performed by the gateway is reading and
storing the service group manager’s published public key and stor-
ing it in the cache to be able to do the verification checks during
the future communications. If for some reason, the manager will



Table 2
Spoofing threats.

Component Attack Risk

Light node (sensor/
actuator)

Impersonate the light nodes Injection of fake info. to the system, performing actions, and sending commands to different devices.

Steal digital identity Performing any actions through vulnerabilities in the hardware or software of the light node.

Device group manager Steal digital identity Any device can be injected into the system and gain access to perform various actions by using a private key
of the original manager.

Device group manager
& gateway

Steal digital identity of a
tangle node

By stealing the seed of the node gains rights to publish fake transactions to the private tangle network of the
system.

Device gateway Faking the identity of the
gateway

Performance of various actions in the system by masking as a device gateway (taking over the key
generation functionality, publishing transactions, etc.).

Admin panel Gain control over admin panel
on its behalf

Registering, revoking, or disabling devices from the system by gaining control over the admin panel, causing
partial or full failure of the system.

Tangle network
coordinator

Steal the seed Sending fake milestones and disrupt processes in the tangle network by stealing the seed.

Table 3
Tampering threats.

Component Attack Risk

Light node (sensor/
actuator)

Modification of collected data stored
on the node

Physical attacks modifying the environment and components of the sensor responsible for the
environment analysis

Man in the middle attack Sent packages can be modified, causing delivery to nods that shouldn’t have access or receive it with
fake data and source.

Modification of configurations on the
sensors

Nodes produce fake data, send/perform commands, can cause unexpected behavior in the physical
world.

Device group
manager

Modification of the private key May cause a DoS for the devices as the manager key will not be recognized in the system.

Modification of the stored device list Nodes can be added or removed from the system which opens up a risk of injections to the
information disclosure and DoS attacks.

Device gateway Modification of the stored device keys May cause a conflict in the authentication process.
Modify the packages Sent packages can be modified, causing delivery to nods that shouldn’t have access or receive it with

fake data and source.

Admin panel Modify requests to register/ revoke
devices

May cause DoS for the nodes that are revoked or inject untrusted devices into the system.

Table 4
Repudiation threats.

Component Attack Risk

Device group
manager

Publish device list to the tangle The device list can be published without a signature or with a fake one attempting to affect the
authentication mechanism of the system.

Device
gateway

Publishing packages with fake
signature to the tangle

The receiver may not be able to identify the sender if the signature is not recognized in the system or may
accept the package with a faked signature of a trusted node in the system.

Sending packages with the fake
signature to the light nodes

The monitoring system will not be able to track the source of the package that resulted in the misbehavior of
the destination node.

Admin panel Create and use fake admin account Attacker may gain the same privileges in the system as the original admin users.
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change or the key pair will be regenerated, a new public key will be
published by the manager and all the nodes with an already cached
public key will be notified about the changes. On the other hand,
the first transaction of all full nodes in the device group except
for the manager is a read request for the public key of the manager.

After performing this bootstrapping, the system will be fully
functional and all previously presented functionalities will be
ready to use.
4. Security evaluation

Security was integrated during all the phases of development.
To reason how security resilient is the proposed solution, a thor-
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ough threat analysis was made, based on STRIDE methodology to
identify possible attacks, risks, and mitigation per type of the com-
ponent of the suggested architecture.

For each considered threat a table resuming the attacks and
risks was created, for Spoofing Table 2, for Tampering Table 3, for
Repudiation Table 4, for Information Disclosure Table 5, for Denial
of Services Table 6 and for Elevation of Privileges Table 7. For each
threat is also presented the mitigation for the attacks and risk sce-
narios described.

The mitigation for the attacks and risk scenarios described on
Table 2 are explained as follows. Mitigation on the attack scenario
on light nodes organized by having a manual registration of each
device in the device list and performing authentication of the node
in the communication flow. As well as having an intrusion detec-



Table 5
Information disclosure threats.

Component Attack Risk

Light node
(sensor/
actuator)

Device breach by exploiting the
software/ hardware vulnerabilities

A leak of information stored on the device, causing the loss of confidential information about the state of
the system or functionality of the node.

Sniffing the communications Access to all exchanged data of the node by attacking the communication network between the light
node and gateway.

Device group
manager

Sniffing the communications Possible to collect confidential information of devices like UUID and collect public keys of registered
devices by sniffing communication between the device manager and the gateway.

Stored data disclosure via software/
hardware vulnerabilities

Information about the existing environment and its’ components can be collected by gaining access to
the stored data such as the latest device list.

Device gateway Unauthorized access to the exchanged
data packages

Can be collected information of generated public keys for newly registered devices or exchanged data
packages.

Stored data disclosure via software/
hardware vulnerabilities

Extraction of all the key pairs generated on the gateway for all the devices existing in the environment.

Table 6
Denial of service threats.

Component Attack Risk

Light node (sensor/
actuator)

Physical attack on the node By damaging device or connectivity can cause availability issues and stop the normal its operation by
flooding and exploiting vulnerabilities.

Device group manager Causing loss of the device list Loss of device list may cause DoS for all the devices trying to register to the system or requested to be
revoked/ disabled.

Device group manager,
Device gateway

Flooding Flooding of the network will result in the DoS, as services wouldn’t be able to accept requests, or the
exploiting vulnerabilities stop the normal operation of devices.

Physical DoS attack Attacks on the full nodes may cause damage to the servers hosting those components.

Admin panel Revoke existing devices,
managers, and gateways

This attack affects the authentication mechanism directly, as any revoked component will not pass the
authentication in the system.

Tangle network
coordinator

Remove the seed By removing the coordinator seed the snapshots for the decision making process would not be generated
causing DoS and downtime of the overall infrastructure.

Table 7
Elevation of privilege threats.

Component Attack Risk

Light node
(sensor/
actuator)

Gaining access to the device configuration Unauthorized configuration changes can be made leading to misbehavior of the host
or open up the backdoor.

Device group
manager

Abuse component’s functionalities by exploiting vulnerabilities
in the underlying operating systems, services, and hardware

By targeting the business functionality of the manager, internal actions can be
performed that were not allowed by design. the key creation functionality can be

taking over, letting out device gateway from the registration process.

Device
gateway

Abuse component’s functionalities by exploiting vulnerabilities
in the underlying operating systems, services, and hardware

By targeting business functionality of the gateway attacker can perform
unauthorized actions such as publishing the device list or removing generated

device keys.
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tion system combined with suggested security solutions. Any mis-
behaving nodes will be reported to the admin automatically.
According to the architecture, for the light nodes that do not have
the capability to generate their keys, these attacks may result in a
stolen UUID that belongs to the device but not the credentials, as
they are generated and stored on the gateway.

The attack on the Device group manager is hardly identifiable as
no violation of the rights was performed and the mitigation of this
attack is storing the manager key securely by using encryption
mechanisms. But described attacks on Device group manager and
Device gateway can be easily mitigated by the suggested architec-
ture as the node reading the transaction will perform validation of
the signature of the package that will allow identifying the faked
identity of the source.

The last two attack scenarios on the Admin panel and the Tan-
gle network coordinator can be mitigated, accordingly, by physi-
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cally securing the admin credentials, isolating the admin panel
from the public network, and in the last scenario, storing the seed
securely, for example in an encrypted format.

To mitigate described threats (explained on Table 3) on the light
node, it is necessary to organize protection on a physical level as
well as adding a trusted data channel by having an isolated private
network between the light nodes and the gateways. Access to the
configurations of the nodes must be protected by a secure pass-
word if it can be configured via web or protected physically in
the industrial environment.

The mitigation of attacks on the device group manager like
modification of the private key and stored device list are as follows.
First of all, storing the manager key securely by using encryption
mechanisms or secure cloud storage. As in addition to the pro-
posed security solution, a verification process can be implemented
to compare the latest version of the published device list to the
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modified one by taking into account the requests received from the
admin.

For mitigation of attacks on the Device, the gateway needs to
take measures like checking keys integrity by keeping a hash of
the device key pair. For the mitigation in case of a network attack,
there is an HTTPS secure protocol.

The last component analysis is on the Admin panel where
attacks can be mitigated by having standard security mechanisms
that ensure the secure data exchange in the private network.

The mitigation of the attacks (explained on Table 4) on the
Device group is a validation of the signature procedure. Whenever
any of the components will read the device list from the tangle net-
work, the signature will be validated by using the public key of the
manager placed on the tangle network.

To mitigate the attacks on the Device gateway, it is necessary to
perform a validation of the sender by checking the package signa-
ture and if it is not valid, the package is dropped. Device gateway is
considered a trusted node for the light nodes. As most of the light
nodes do not have the capability to perform any authentication
procedures, this risk can not be mitigated.

This attack on the Admin panel can be mitigated by using best
practices in security in the development process of the admin
panel and having a well defined secure flow for the registration
of the admin in the system.

To mitigate the attacks (explained on Table 5) on a light node
has to be ensured that the device is not accessible by not autho-
rized parties and the confidential information has to be stored in
an encrypted format. Also, a secure communication path has to
be provided between software and hardware components since
mostly they will be placed on the same sector of the private net-
work in the industrial environment.

Mitigation for the Device group manager can be performed by
using secure communication protocols for the communication
between full nodes and storing the confidential information in an
encrypted format.

As mitigation on Device gateway, confidential information has
to be stored and exchanged in an encrypted format. Also, some
standard network security measures are required.

To mitigate the attacks (explained on Table 6) on a light node
can be performed by physical accessibility limitations in the indus-
trial environment, the deployment of IDS and fail-over mecha-
nisms can help to mitigate other types of DoS attacks.

As mitigation for the attack on the Device group manager in the
implementation of the suggested architecture the scenario of the
data loss recovery should be added. When the manager will detect
a missing device list it can be requested from the tangle and
restored on the manager. The deployment of IDS and fail-over
mechanisms can help to mitigate other types of DoS attacks.

To mitigate described attacks on the Device group manager and
gateway the firewall should be configured to drop the traffic or
limit the size of incoming ping requests, also IDS and fail-over
mechanisms can help to mitigate other types of DoS attacks. In
the case of servers being located in the industrial environment,
special access rules have to be defined, if they are hosted in a cloud,
the service provider should ensure the accessibility of the service.

The attack on the Admin panel can be identified and mitigated
by intrusion detection systems identifying anomalies in the behav-
ior of any of the components of the system.

Mitigation of the attack on Tangle network coordinator is hav-
ing the seed backup stored securely outside the node itself for
the seed recovery scenario.

To mitigate the attacks (explained on Table 7) on light node
configuration panels of the nodes should be isolated from the outer
world and be accessible only for the authorized parties.
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To mitigate the risks (explained on Table 7) on Device group
manager and Device gateway, roles of the components should be
defined and access control should be implemented.

After applying the STRIDE the main risks, mitigation, and also
open challenges are presented and discussed. As full nodes of the
tangle network have more responsibilities in the system they have
the highest risk for attacks. By attacking the full nodes of the tangle
network an additional vector of risk opens up which can be
described as follows:

� Full node generating transactions tips that will prioritize the
attacker’s transactions over the regular tip selection algorithm.

� Double spending attacks that are making the coordinator send
inconsistent milestones. The nodes will detect the inconsistency
in the milestones and will stop the decision making and trans-
action confirmation processes.

� The full nodes stopping the milestones transactions distribution
process which will cause a freeze in the transactions confirma-
tion processes.

Due to dependencies between the components of the system,
the security of the entire system can only be ensured by addressing
the vulnerabilities of each component in the system. This section
demonstrated the mapping of STRIDE threats to the components
of the proposed architecture and attack vectors have been
reviewed on various layers. The analysis showed that most of the
attacks related to the trust issues in the system already have a mit-
igation scenario included in the proposed architecture because
ensuring trust in the industrial environment was the major goal
of the performed work. Attacks related to the vulnerabilities in
the hardware or the software of the devices in the industrial envi-
ronments do not have a trivial mitigation scenario, because most of
those devices are not able to receive security updates or critical
patches in the runtime. That issue should be mitigated by the pro-
ducers of the devices. Mitigation of other types of attacks can be
achieved by combining various security systems with the sug-
gested solution. Even though some of the hardware, software, or
network-level attacks are not addressed directly, some of the
attacks will be blocked by confinement mechanisms on the gate-
way. During the implementation stage of the suggested architec-
ture threats analysis can serve as an input to the designing
process of the application. Most important risks should be priori-
tized and mitigated accordingly.
5. Conclusions

This paper highlights the security threats in IIoT environments,
and analyses the state of the art and operation of those systems.
Based on the gathered information, it analyses the usage of the
blockchain technology in IIoT applications and proposes a solution
to improve the secure data exchange in those environments,
addressing specific requirements, such as the time and resource
critical aspects that have an impact on the type of consensus that
can be used on the blockchain. The tangle network is a growing
and evolving project used in various IIoT based environments.
Another important contribution of the proposed approach is the
creation of a STRIDE model to analyze the security of the proposed
solution, as well, to enable the future comparison between other
solutions that may appear and provide hints of how to address
common attack vectors in this scenario. The proposed approach
also shows that is possible to progressively bring security to
heterogeneous environments with legacy devices that have fewer
capabilities.
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The proposed solution is based on 2 logical groups: light nodes
and full nodes. Light nodes are considered to be unable to imple-
ment any security functions, communicate via secure protocols
or participate in the transaction approval and proof of work pro-
cesses on the tangle. Full nodes participate in all processes, in
the tangle and the industrial environment. Also, they are responsi-
ble for publishing transactions to the tangle network on behalf of
the light nodes. Public/private keys are generated for each compo-
nent of the system that are used for authentication and authoriza-
tion purposes. The designed architecture provides a solid ground
for trust assurance between all industrial components, by also pro-
viding secure communication channels for remote control and data
exchange.

The STRIDE threat analysis performed for the proposed archi-
tecture has shown that most of the attack vectors falling into the
scope of the mitigation mechanisms presented are covered in the
designed solution. It also showed the open issues in security that
can be covered in the implementation or future work stages.

The proposed solution contributes to the smooth transition
from historically fully isolated environments to more automated,
interconnected, robust, and secure environments moving towards
Industry 4.0. It aims to provide a flexible solution that can be inte-
grated into an existing environment, instead of creating everything
from scratch. It takes into consideration not only the security
aspects of the currently existing environments but also aims to
minimize the work that should be done to achieve the given goal.

Everyday devices and sensors enrolled in the industrial systems
are gaining more processing power and becoming capable of per-
forming more complex calculations. Some security related func-
tions will start to be made based on the light nodes, which will
improve trust and security. Probably some of the light nodes will
gain capabilities to turn into full nodes and will participate in all
processes equally. Our architecture is designed in a way to be
agnostic to that future use case scenario. That means that the
architecture is flexible enough to easily adjust to the predictable
nearest future.

At the moment, the automation of bootstrapping scenario is
being automated. The goal is to provide an easy way to provision
and configure a test environment of the designed solution for any-
one who wants to perform extensive testing and development of
real-life scenarios.

For future work is considered the development of the proposed
architecture. After will follow the test in industrial environment
replicating a real world scenario, to check the usability of the solu-
tion. Performance analysis should be done and optimization of var-
ious processes might be required because industrial environments
are highly time and resource critical. One of the risks related to the
performance that can arise is due to the growing chain of transac-
tions in the tangle network. Growth of the transaction chain can
increase decision making time for the approval of the transactions
by all the nodes participating in the consensus. With the continu-
ous monitoring of the implemented solution, we need to make sure
that no perceptible downgrade of the performance is identified.
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